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When professional ambitions collide with the personal feelings of a modern couple, a love story
from a bygone decade can provide some wisdom. We offer you 10 facts about how women and
men persuaded each other to have sex until the last.1. American Sarah Washington studied the art
of love with an outstanding Vietnamese master (PhÃº Táº¡c) for several years and passed on some
of her experience to American women. She admitted that she has nothing against the fact that a
man "plays the game", but would like a woman to feel her responsibility and rules, "because they
are us. And if you think that this is no longer the case, then you are mistaken "said Sarah
Washington.2. Perhaps the main secret of one of the best romance novels of the 20th century (A
Few Good Men) starring Jack Nicholson, Rowan Atkinson and Michael Caine is that there are no
love scenes in it. The fact. that all four characters, with the exception of John Milton, had
physiological abnormalities.3. In the novel "Fifty Shades of Grey" by Patricia Highsmith, not a
word is said about that. how a woman seduces a man.4. In Charlotte BrontÃ«'s Love Story,
"Lovers who never met existed inside each other."5. Jane Austen's book "Pride and Prejudice" is
full of various sexual scenarios and recommendations for them.6. In the literature of the late 19th
century, sexual analogies are repeatedly found between the same people who do not love each
other. For example, the hero of the novel "Cold House" (The Cold House) E. L. Voynich (Eugene
Lytton) said that he "despises his natural inclinations."7. In the medieval novel "Romeo and Juliet"
(Romeo and Juliet) Romeo and his beloved appear as characters from "Panchatantaka"
(Panchatantaka) .8. The French misogynist novelist Guy de Maupassant (HydÃ©ois
GuÃ©dÃ©nat) created hundreds of love stories in which the theme of homosexuality is
present.9. Female intelligence writer Camille Palais once conducted an experiment inviting
readers to use her novels to determine how
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